Each of our animals is unique and special, therefore, we
want to make sure that the animal you are interested in is
the right fit not only for them, but also for you and your
family.

PET ADOPTION APPLICATION/CONTRACT

Please complete the following application form and email
to adopt@iswmp.org.

this questionnaire will become part of a potential future adoption contract.
ABOUT THE ANIMAL YOU WISH TO ADOPT
Name of animal applying for: ___________________________ breed, if known: _____________________________
How did you hear about the availability of this animal? _______________________________________________
ABOUT YOU
Full Name: _______________________________ Age: _______ Occupation: _________________________________
Work Place (name & address): _______________________________________________________________________
Home Address: _________________________________________ City: ________________________ State:__________
Zip Code: _________________ Phone: ________ - ________ -________ E-Mail__________________________________
Do you (check one):

Rent

Own

Live with Parents/relatives

How long have you lived here? ________________ Type of Home:

Other: ____________________________

House

Apt

Condo

If renting, are pets allowed and do you have the landlord’s express consent to have a pet?

Other:________
Yes

No

If applicable, provide name of home owner or landlord’s name and phone number:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
(by providing this information you are allowing ISWMP to make contact so please inform them of this)

I am looking to adopt a rescue animal because _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How did you hear about ISWMP and our adoption program?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Would you be interested in fostering (check one)?

Yes

No

Would like to know more

Are you able to make a long-term commitment to care for your new adopted pet for its entire life span,
which could be as much has 10-20 years?
Yes
No
Would anything make you give up your new adopted pet? If so, what? ___________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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ABOUT YOUR HOUSEHOLD
if any, please list the names of any other adult occupants in your household and their relationship to you:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
if any, please list the names and ages of any children in your household:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How would you describe your household (check any that apply)?

Active

Noisy

Quiet

Average

Does anyone in the family have a known allergy to the type of animal you wish to adopt? ________________
Is everyone in agreement with the decision to adopt a pet?

Yes

No

if any, please list the type (and breed), age and sex of any current animals living in your household:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How long have you owned them and how did you obtain them?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are these pets up to date on vaccines?
Are these pets spayed/neutered?

Yes

Yes

No

No

If not, why? ______________________________________

If not, why? ___________________________________________

Are there more than 2 flights of stairs that the animal would have to use on a daily basis?

Yes

No

Before your new pet arrives , will you thoroughly inspect your home and yard (including doors and gates)
for any potential escape areas as well as make necessary repairs in the future?
Yes
No
When outside will your animal be:

Leashed

Do you have a completely fenced in yard?

Yes

Run Free In a fenced in area
No

N/A

Do you have a pet door?

Yes

No

How tall is your fence (if applicable)? at least _________ feet tall from the ground on all sides
Is there a lock on the gates?
Do you have a swimming pool?

Yes
Yes

No
No

is it surrounded by a fence/gate?

Yes

No

N/A

Where will your new adopted pet spend the day? Will they have access to outside facilities? (describe)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Where will the your new adopted pet spend the night? Where will they sleep? (describe)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Number of hours (average) your new adopted pet will spend alone? ____________________________________
Will your pet live somewhere else other than listed, on a regular basis (check one)?

Yes

No

If so, please explain and list the address: _____________________________________________________________
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PET EXPERIENCE
Please list all pets you have owned since you turned 18 years old, length of ownership and reason(s) why
your ownership ended:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Describe your level of pet owning experience:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How did you train your pets in the past?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever had a pet that had behavioral issues and/or got into a fight?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How often did/do you walk your dog?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you use a leash? If so, which kind? )________________________________________________________________
Have you ever allowed a pet to breed?

Yes

No

N/A

Have you every surrendered a pet? If so, why?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever had a pet euthanized? If so, why?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever lost a pet to an accident?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How do you discipline your pets and why?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have a regular veterinarian?

Yes

No

N/A

Veterinarian’s name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Clinic Name:

_______________________________________________________________________________

Clinic Address:

_______________________________________________________________________________

Clinic Phone:

________ - ________ -________

(By providing ISWMP with this information you are allowing ISWMP to call your vet. Please inform them and
ask them to authorize the release of information to ISWMP.)
Would you like a referral to a veterinarian?

Yes

No
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CARE PLAN
Do you/people in your household have time to provide adequate love and attention?

Yes

No

Who will have primary responsibility for daily care? __________________________________________________
Who will have financial responsibility for this new pet? _______________________________________________
Will you prioritize to pay for necessary medical care, grooming, proper diet, shelter and exercise for you
new adopted pet?
Yes No
Do you agree to provide regular health care by a Licensed Veterinarian?
Do you agree to keep the animal as a primarily indoor pet?

Yes

Yes

No

No

When the pet goes out, how do you plan to supervise it?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What is your preferred level of exercise with your new adopted pet? ___________________________________
How will you ensure your dog gets socialized with other dogs?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How often do you travel and who will take care of your new adopted pet when you are away?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you planning to move within the next 12 months?

Yes

No

What would happen to your new adopted pet if you moved locally, out of state or out of the country?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How would you discipline your pet if it misbehaved?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What kind of food will you feed your new adopted pet?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What would you do if your new adopted pet escaped from your home?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you willing to live with pet hairs on your furniture, stains on your blankets and an animal that might
be destructive at times?
Yes No
Would you bring in a trainer that deals with aggression/behavioral problems if necessary?
Do you agree to contact ISWMP if you can no longer keep this pet?

Yes

No

Are you willing to let a ISWMP representative visit your home by appointment?
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Yes

Yes

No

No

TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Adopter agrees the animal is to be a family companion and agrees to provide the pet with a safe home,
adequate food, water, proper care, exercise, love and attention. Adopter agrees not to violate any
laws or ordinances with the animal.
2. Adopter agrees NEVER to declaw the animal for any reason.
3. Adopter agrees to notify ISWMP IMMEDIATELY if the pet is lost, stolen, hurt or killed.
4. When the Adopter is to go away for any prolonged periods of time or vacation, Adopter is to
prearrange proper care for the animal.
5. The animal is not to ride loose in the bed of pickup trucks, convertibles, or to be left in a car unless the
car remains on with the air conditioner on and the doors locked.
6. The pet is to remain indoors at all times unless in a safe, escape-proof enclosure or pet carrier.
7. Adopter agrees to have the pet examined by a licensed veterinarian at least once each year and provide
all vaccinations and treatments, including dental, to ensure good health. If euthanasia becomes
necessary, Adopter agrees to have it performed by a licensed veterinarian.
8. Adopter agrees to notify ISWMP of a change of address and/or phone number within two weeks of
such change. Adopter agrees to keep microchip up to date at ALL times.
9. ISWMP makes no guarantees or statements regarding the dog’s age, breed, health or temperament.
While ISWMP has made every effort to provide accurate history assessment of the dog, ISWMP is not
able to guarantee the dog’s age, breed, medical status, behavior or disposition. Adopter accepts this
dog as is with all defects, either observable or unobservable, and assume all risk for the dog upon
signing this contract.
10. If for whatever reason the Adopter is unable to keep this pet for its entire life, the Adopter MUST
return the dog to ISWMP. ADOPTER AGREES NOT TO GIVE AWAY, SELL, OR DISPOSE OF THE DOG WITHOUT
EXPRESS CONSENT OF ISWMP, or adopter may be subject to a $25,000 fine.
11. Adopter will allow ISWMP to conduct phone check-ins and inspections at ISWMP’s discretion after
adoption in order to check on the animal’s welfare.
12. ISWMP has the right to take the dog back into the Rescue if the owner does not agree to and comply
with ALL terms and conditions. The contract is not signed. The agreed upon adoption fee is not paid.
We feel the animal is unsafe in the Adopter’s home, or we feel the animal is not the right fit for home/
lifestyle.
I, ___________________________________________________________ , agree to these terms and conditions.
Signature of applicant_________________________________________ Date ________________________________
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CONFIRMATIONS & AFFIRMATIONS
Please initial all that apply:
I understand that a home visit is required prior to final placement and that a home visit does not
guarantee placement: ___________
I can give a charitable contribution of $400: ___________
In the event that the animal is too young to spay/neuter at the time of adoption, I agree to spay/neuter
the animal in the agree timeframe with ISWMP and understand that the failure to do so may cause the
adoption process to cease: ___________
I agree to provide my own ISwmP approved collar, leash, corrective collar or harness, and a personal ID
tag at the time of completing the adoption contract: ___________
I understand that the animal I want to rescue was previously unwanted or lost and may have been
rescued by ISWMP from a dangerous, unhealthy and/or cruel situation. This could have long-lasting
effects on the animal. I understand that ISWMP is making no representations or warranties about the
condition, personality, or temperament of the animal. ISWMP will only give you the information and
knowledge we have through observation and vet checks since we rescued the animal: ________
I will be willing to accept the animal and thereby release any rescue personnel from any and all claims
against them for any veterinary expenses incurred, or for any injury or damages the pet may inflict:
_______
I will be willing to waive all rights and claims against rescue personnel for any amount of expenses or
damages incurred by reason of the placement and I will be willing to agree to indemnify and hold rescue
personnel harmless for any injuries to persons or damages caused while the pet is in the possession,
custody, or control of me: ________
I, ___________________________________________________________ , swear (or affirm) that:
I have read the foregoing questions and have fully, truthfully and accurately answered the same. The
foregoing answers are true of my own knowledge, except if stated to be made upon information and
belief, and as to such answers, I believe them to be true. I authorize ISWMP to investigate my character
and general fitness to become an animal parent and to contact individuals and entities listed in this
application for adoption for the purpose of ascertaining my character and fitness to become an animal
parent.
I hereby release, discharge, and exonerate ISWMP, their members, agents and representatives, as well
as any person furnishing information to ISWMP from any and all liability of every nature and kind in
the course of their duties arising out of the investigation made by ISWMP into my moral character,
reputation, and general fitness to become an animal parent, including, without limitation, the inspection
of documents, records, and other information related to my treatment for any mental health, drug,
alcohol or other substance related condition, or any addiction.
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CONFIRMATIONS & AFFIRMATIONS (continued)
All of the above information I have given is true and complete. I agree to follow all the Rules and
Procedures of ISWMP.
I understand that the animal in general I will be adopting was previously unwanted or lost and may be
rescued by ISWMP from dangerous, unhealthy and/or cruel situations. This can have long-lasting effects
on the animal.
I understand that ISWMP is making no representations or warranties about the condition, personality, or
temperament of the animal I wish to adopt.
ISWMP will only give me the information and knowledge ISWMP have through observation and vet checks
since ISWMP met the animal in question: I will therefore not hold ISWMP responsible for any damage,
injury, or harm caused directly or indirectly to any person or property by the animal I wish to adopt.
ISWMP, AT ITS SOLE DISCRETION, RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REFUSE ANY APPLICANT FOR ANY REASON OR NO
REASON.
Signature of applicant____________________________________________ Date _____________________________

Thank you for applying to become an animal parent!
One of our representatives should be contacting you shortly after receiving your application.
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